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Address From The Chief Executive of The Treloar Trust In Support of 
Planning Application 22387/067/Ful/LGi 
  

Thank You Councillors, for this opportunity to address the committee.  Can I also 
thank your Officers for all their hard work during the last year or so, and for their 
excellent report. 
  
The Treloar Trust is a charity and one of the UK’s leading centres of excellence for 
severely disabled children and young people.  Today we run an outstanding 
residential School and an outstanding residential College. 
  
Our aim is to enable these young people to be as independent as possible and 
achieve all they can in life.  In addition to mobility challenges, almost all have 
communication and complex health needs – for example we administer 300,000 
medications annually. 
  
Treloar’s has been an integral part of the Alton community for over 100 years.  We 
employ over 800 staff (mostly local) and are increasingly open to the community and 
we are pushing to demonstrate our environmental credentials.  Alton in its turn has 
become more accessible and welcoming towards our students. 
  
Every year our students become more complex and every year outcome 
expectations grow, whilst funding does not.  Necessarily as our students change, the 
type of provision we offer must also change including: 
 

i.                     More space – for more and bigger equipment, higher staffing 
ratios, and more sensory and therapeutic provision 

ii.                   Caring year round for the minority who are too complex to be 
cared for at home. 

iii.                  Smaller group living 
iv.                 A move to vocational for some, Life Skills for some, and Sensory    

education for others 
v.                  To respond and support  local authorities and healthcare who 

want us to support some leavers in the years immediately following College 
  
We Need on site Staff Accommodation because of our reliance on staff 24x7 – we 
are a residential provision and our overnight and weekend support depends on key 
workers and volunteers we can only attract with accommodation support. 
  
Sitting by the Car park is important as: 
 

a. The other areas of the site are expected to be full 
b. Building on a 2nd floor: 

1. Is not suited for student use 
2. Is frowned on in our industry for any use  -(we have lots 

of disabled staff and it creates a barrier to students) 
3. Has previously created issues for regulators 
4. Is not always feasible above the existing buildings 
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c. Staff accommodation is the only possible build North of the Path because of 
student safeguarding issues 

d. There is a psychological benefit to our staff in separating them physically from 
their stressful roles. 

  
We have worked hard to ensure the application is as unobtrusive as possible This is 
a hugely important project to enable us to continue to provide our students with the 
care and life opportunities that they need and deserve and we hope you will view our 
application favourably. 
  
Thank you 
   
Simon Birch 
 


